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Who plays Alfie Wickers? Jack Whitehall 
What is the school called that Alfie Wickers teaches in? Abbey Grove 
Who joins Form K in series 3? Cleopatra Ofoedo 
When Pickwell leaves, who takes her place in series 2 episode 4? Professor Celia Green 
Which school subject does Alfie Wickers teach? History 
What 'irritating' nickname was Alfie Wickers given by the other pupils and staff at Middleton House 
School, the public school that he attended as a pupil? 

Scratchy 

Which subject does Alfie Wickers' love interest, Rosie Gulliver, teach? Biology 
What is Fraser's adopted first name? Shaquille 
Following Fraser's ill-advised investments, series three sees Abbey Grove with a newly appointed Head 
Teacher, Mr Martin Wickers, Alfie's father. Which popular British comedian plays the role of Mr 
Wickers Senior? 

Harry Enfield 

In episode five of series two, the very attractive but incredibly shallow India visited Abbey Grove 
School in her capacity as what? 

Drugs Counsellor 

Mrs Mollinson, the older teacher with a colourful sexual history, teaches which two subjects? Maths and Arts 
True or False? Deputy Headmistress Isobel Pickwell appears to have a fixation with Nazi, Fascist, and 
Socialist political ideologies 

True 

It's parents' evening and Alfie Wickers in under pressure from Deputy Headmistress Miss Pickwell to 
mark his mock exam papers. What will she do if Alfie does not mark his papers? 

She will fail his whole class 

Which teacher districts Alfie after he hears about her split from her boyfriend? Rosie Gulliver 
As well as Alfie, which other teacher is keen to make a move on Rosie Gulliver? Headmaster, Mr Fraser 
To make a move on Rosie, Alfie backs her campaign for research into what syndrome, that he falsly 
claim's Joe's mother Emma died of? 

Palmer's Syndrome (PS) 

Why are Abbey Grove parents worried about the impending arrival of French Exchange Students? After the previous year’s exchange 
students’ behaviours 

Which country does Mr Fraser mistakenly arrange an exchange with instead of the planned French 
Exchange? 

Hoogeveen in the Netherlands 

Which pupil does Alfie pressure in to falsely come out as gay? Joe 
What is the name of the dangerous move that many pupils imitate from a new video game that has 
become a craze? 

Blitz Kick 
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When Mr Fraser buys a copy of the new video game to find out what the fuss is all about, who does he 
inadvertently turn into addicts as well? 

His staff 

In a stand against the violence the new game is causing. Alfie supports Miss Gulliver in organising a 
what? 

Weapons Amnesty 

What is the name of the very inappropriate self-defence instructor Mr Fraser hires, to help 
demonstrate the dangers of violence? 

Preet 

Mr Fraser has banned Alfie from organising a trip for his class after his previous outing with his class 
where he took them to the cinema to watch which Dutch Horror film? 

The Human Centipede 

On their joint school trip, Alfie's class and Rosie's class visit a petting zoo and museum, upon learning 
that Rosie is upset about the way the animals are being kept, what does Alfie do believing it will 
impress Rosie? 

Releases a pig 

Alfie and Rosie take several pupils into the woods following problems with their coach. What does Alfie 
eat that causes him to become ill? 

Poison berries 

Who does Rosie's 23-year-old blind date end up being? Finlay a man whom Chantelle recently 
has sex with 

Alfie and Rosie took their classes to a petting zoo and museum, Fraser took his class to a poetry 
reading which turned out to be a rap battle. Where did Miss Pickwell take her class? 

To an abattoir 

What is the name of the school that Abbey Grove plays their annual football match against (Alfie's 
old school)? 

Middleton House 

Alfie is put in charge of coaching the school's football team after the PE Teacher goes missing. Why 
does the team quit? 

Due to his incompetence  

Who does Alfie enlist has his new football team after the school team quit and, what position does 
Alfie play? 

Enlists 10 of his pupils and he becomes the 
goalkeeper 

Alfie reveals his hidden ability for what kind of dancing? Irish Dancing 
After Mitchell shows Alfie a video of an old man manipulating his scrotum to sledgehammer, Alfie 
sends it to Fraser. Who does Fraser inadvertently show it to via a projector? 

A class sitting their mock exam 

Which teacher is determined to show the governors that she is capable of becoming the long-term 
replacement of Fraser as headteacher? 

Miss Pickwell 

What two real-life political events does the episode 'politics' mimic? 2010 Labour Party Leadership Election 
and the Blair-Brown deal 
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Rosie is angry at Miss Pickwell after learning that she wants to pull up the memorial garden in order 
to use the space to park in. Who was the memorial garden in memory of? 

Rosie's late brother, Freddie 

How does Alfie bribe his class to take part in the synchronised diving competition ? A group trip to Nando's 
On the first day back, who is Alfie shocked to find out Miss Gulliver is in a relationship with? A lesbian relationship with Alex, a former 

pupil 
Why is Alfie upset about the arrival of new American teacher Kevin Schwimer? He is taking over Alfie's class 
What does Alfie and Jing discover about American teacher Kevin Schwimer? He has fabricated his achievements and is 

actually from Dudley 
After leading his class in a prank against Pickwell, she goes missing and leaves a suicide note blaming 
Alfie and saying she jumped from which bridge? 

Severn Bridge 

With Pickwell gone, who does Fraser recruit as interim deputy head? Miss Gulliver 
What website does Fraser use to post an advert for a new deputy head? Gumtree 
Pickwell surprises Alfie, telling him she faked her death to claim on her life insurance and live with 
who? 

A nonagenarian German dentist in 
Argentina 

What does Fraser plan for Valentine's Day to help the shy kids find love? An Abbey Grove 'Take Me Out' 
Who is the only character that likes new deputy headmistress Professor Celia Green? Alfie's father Martin 
What is the name of the guest speaker Fraser has organised for Drugs Awareness Day? India (played by Phoebe Waller-Bridge) 
To raise funds for the school, Gulliver decides to have a teacher auction. A mystery bidder pays 
£25,000 for Alfie. Who is the mystery bidder? 

Pickwell 

What happened after Martin married Professor Green? She left him and took all his money 
Who gets appointed as the new deputy head following Professor Green's departure? Martin 
What are the first two jobs for the newly appointed deputy head after Mr Fraser badly invested the 
school's money in his own clothing range, Dolce and GaBanter? 

Increase class sizes and fire a member of 
staff 

At Abbey Grove's sports day, after rumours of a drug cheat competing. Alfie finds Richard's tablets 
and assumes that they are anabolic steroids, believing Richard is the drug cheat, Alfie takes several of 
them, only to find out they are what? 

Viagra 

Martin's attempts to teach Alfie how to drive end in disaster when he runs who over? Pod, the school caretaker 
After being mistaken for a paramedic, what procedure does Alfie end up performing? Tracheotomy  
What type of dancing has Fraser taken up, and he sees the fundraiser as the perfect opportunity to 
demonstrate his skills? 

Pole Dancing 

Who does Alfie end up sexting by mistake believing it to be Miss Gulliver's phone? Martin 
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Why does Fraser send Alfie back to school, ending up being taught by Miss Gulliver and sit the exam 
with his own class? 

Fraser discovers that Alfie never passed 
his Biology GCSE 

At careers advice day, Alfie makes the decision to quit teaching. What is the reason Alfie quits Abbey 
Grove? 

Does not want to continue teaching 
without his beloved class (Form K) 

Who is devastated with Alfie's decision to quit teaching? Fraser 
Where does Alfie land himself a new job after he quit teaching? The PlayStation Factory 
To save money, Hoburn tells which two teachers that she is going to have to get rid of one of their 
departments unless they can prove the educational merits of their subjects? 

Mitchell and Stephen 

After failing to sabotage each other, who convinces the two teachers to work together to save their 
jobs?  

Class K 

What does Fraser accidentally send to the printer in alphabetical order causing him to panic and 
struggling to hide his error from Hoburn? 

The entire internet 

When Hoburn receives an anonymous tip-off about Stephen's plans on taking his class to a Drag 
brunch, who does Stephen ask for help to interrogate the pupils in order to find who is responsible? 

Mitchell 

After it is revealed that Mitchell was the culprit who reported Stephen for his plans to take his class 
to a Drag brunch, how does Mitchell make amends with Stephen? 

He brings Bianca Del Rio to the school 

Fearing she is losing control of the school, Hoburn tries begins implementing stricter measures. What 
does she implement for both pupils and teachers? 

Takes their phones 

What type of 'experience' does Mitchell encourage Hoburn to try to teach the pupils discipline? A prison experience 
Usma plans on passing her English course by getting a story published in the school paper. Who does 
she have a bet with, and if she wins, she becomes the new editor of the paper? 

Warren 

What secret society does Blessing become suspicious of Hoburn being a member of? Illuminati 
What do the class discover that Hoburn does secretly in her spare time? Writes erotic fiction about Mitchell 
What does Mitchell discover Hoburn is up to when she invites the school governors to the school play? Plans to get the school closed down 
At the school play, who reluctantly agrees to go on stage an play Meghan Markle in the second act 
because his dad is in the audience? 

Inchez 

 


